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TRACTORS:
AT THE HEART OF AUTOMOBILE HISTORY

The grand premier in the show’s history where Rétromobile will unveil thirty tractors representing 11 existing historic manufactures during this 45th
event.
The 007 Aston Martin DB5, the first armoured French model, the T100 Berliet: the Rétromobile Show
continues to surprise its visitors year in year out with ever more amazing exhibitions and animations.
The 2020 event will not be hiding in the shadows with an exceptional thirty tractors exhibition a number of which are centurions.
Rétromobile has provided numerous exhibitions
on the history of the locomotion over the past 44
years. Most of the iconic models from an automobile perspective have been exhibited, whether
they be racing, prestigious, exceptional or mass
produced vehicles. Some of the machines have remained out of the limelight even though they were
playing a vital role in men’s lives: agricultural tractors.
The tractor was developed in France with agricultural motorisation to follow after the First World
War, Peugeot, Renault and Citroën saw an opportunity to maintain the activity of their weapons
plants.
This year, 11 automobile constructors and the
newest lorry models will exhibit about thirty agricultural tractors some of which are over a hundred
years old.
Some of these models which are being exhibited
are rare tractors which have never been on show
before. This exceptional event, which is the Grande
Premiere in the show’s history has been organised
jointly by automobile constructors, several museums and private collectors who knew how to
preserve this heritage symbolising grafting on the
land.
Citroen will exhibit two Type J tractor prototypes for the first time, including one replica which was
only rediscovered a few years ago and which was kept in its original condition, the first having been
restored by the Citroen conservatoire. It was designed immediately after the Second World War and
these small four-wheel drive models were tested between 1946 and 1947 before the tractor project was
finally halted.
Four tractors will represent the Ford brand, from the vintage Fordson F from 1917 to the Ford-Steiger
FW30 from the early 1980s, which is 7 m long, 3.5 m high and weigh 14 tonnes and which will form a
large, colossal silhouette.
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Three tractors will have the important mission of representing the prestigious Stuttgart manufacturer,
Porsche, including a rare P312 “café tractor”. It is also nicknamed “The Locomotive”, because of its
incredible “streamline” bodywork, which is worthy of futuristic illustrations and comics from the 1930s
to the 1950s, while the P312 was allowed to pass through the lines of coffee trees in the Brazilian plantations without causing any damage to them.
Renault will put in a historic appearance in
the agricultural world with four HI caterpillar
models dating back to 1920 as well as with
one 3042 model from the 1950s, equipped
with the particularly “exotic” Rotapede system with special rear caterpillars and large
metallic pads.
Other big names from the automobile sector
will be present to talk about their fascinating
adventure in the agricultural world with
FW30 Ford-Steiger, Early eighties
various emblematic or rare models from the history of the tractor: Volvo, Lamborghini, Alfa-Romeo,
Mercedes, Fiat, MAN, and without forgetting Aston Martin whose prestige and history are most certainly linked to the initials of its founder, DB, David Brown, who is also considered to be among the
largest British and global tractor manufacturers.
This extraordinary tractor staging event is without a question one of the most eagerly anticipated
exhibitions of the 2020 show. We will see you on 5th February 2020 to discover these jewels of agricultural machinery!
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TATRA:
A SMALL MANUFACTURER AND A GREAT HISTORY
When mention is made of air-cooled rear engine vehicles, people immediately think of Volkswagen or
Porsche. And yet… the forerunner of this design was not German but Czech!
Audacity, originality, know-how and elitism – those are the characteristics that make up Tatra’s ethos, a
vehicle manufacturer which, despite two world wars and radical political change, has always succeeded in
standing out from the rest through its pursuit of streamlined design and use of avant-garde technology.
Hans Ledvinka was the engineer who left his mark on Tatra’s history with his revolutionary technical ideas –
such as the rigid backbone tube, independent suspension, air-cooled engines and aerodynamic bodywork.
Tatra placed the emphasis on a high level of functional originality completely devoid of whimsy:
«Nothing is gratuitous, function alone creates the form».

Tatra 77 - 1934
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In 1897, Nesselsdorf (which would later become Tatra in 1920) unveiled its first car – the Präsident automobile, followed by the Meteor, which reached speeds of 82 km/h in 1899 – extraordinary for the era. Very
quickly, the make became renowned for its high quality builds and the reliability of its vehicles.
In 1933, the Tatra V570 was born – a small aerodynamic car with an air-cooled rear-mounted engine: a true
revolution. The aim was to create a cheap people’s car. However, Tatra’s managers decided that the V570’s
ultramodern design would be used to develop the Tatra 77 – the world’s first serially produced aerodynamic
limousine-bodied car in 1934.
The design of both the V570 and the Tatra 77 greatly inspired Ferdinand Porsche who went on to produce
the Volkswagen Beetle and a number of post-war Porsches.
In 1948, Tatra’s production was significantly reduced by the directives of a new political regime that was
highly influenced by the USSR. The automobile production department was reduced to supplying the Communist Party with limousines, while lorry production continued to expand. Thanks to their legendary sturdiness, their 4, 6 or 8 wheel-drive transmission systems and their ability to navigate extremely undulating
terrain, Tatra’s lorries contributed to the make’s success with six Paris Dakar victories in the auto-camion
category, all with rally raid driver Karel Loprais at the wheel. Tatra’s automotive history ended in 1999 with
the production of the extremely exotic and highly rare Tatra 700, only 65 of which were ever built. The Tatra
make still exists, but it builds lorries exclusively.

Camion Tatra during
Paris-Dakar

Tatra 700

For its 45th edition, Rétromobile will be showcasing this great technological adventure in partnership with
the Kopřivnice Tatra Museum, the Brittany-based Manoir de l’Automobile and the Ecorra workshop (Czech
Tatra specialist).
A number of exceptional Tatra vehicles will be on loan from enthusiastic Czech collectors. At the exhibit,
photographer Vladimír Cettl will shed light onto Tatra’s forgotten past with an exhibition of previously
unseen photographs.
The Zlín Museum will provide images and films retracing some of the highlights of this exceptional car
manufacturer’s history, and will enable visitors to find out more about the deeply moving adventure of Jiří
Hanzelka and Miroslav Zikmund – two Czech students who set off to circumnavigate the world behind the
wheel of a 1947 Tatra 87.
For four years, the two young adventurers shot films, wrote articles for newspapers and magazines and
most importantly, kept up a journal that was broadcast over Czech radio. They brought their curiosity to
everything that they discovered. They set out to describe the ways in which the people that they met lived.
In their absence, Czechoslovakia’s political regime was shifting.
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On 25 February 1948, President Beneš surrendered power to the Communists under Stalin’s influence. The
new totalitarian government ordered the two young adventurers to return. Thanks to their financial autonomy, they were able to refuse and decided to continue their travels.
Suddenly, their trip took on its true meaning: they realised that they could provide Czech people with a rare
chance for vicarious escape to the outside world. Henceforth, they were the eyes of the world for Czechoslovakia.
When they returned in 1950, Hanzelka and Zikmund found their country right in the midst of a political war.
Under the new regime’s extremely tight control, they published a complete account of their travels in several
books and screened their films. Their media success afforded them protection.
In 1960, the two adventurers were able to continue
with their odyssey. They criss-crossed the Asian
continent and the huge expanse of the Soviet
Union with its numerous cultural riches. When they
returned to Czechoslovakia in 1964, they were kept
under tight surveillance – their accounts of what
they had seen contradicted the propaganda of the
era. In 1968, Jiří and Miroslav protested violently
against the 500,000 soldiers who invaded their
country under the Warsaw Pact. They were immediately banned from leaving the country, from publishing any material and from broadcasting over
the radio.
Throughout their lives, Jiří Hanzelka and Miroslav
Zikmund continued to defend people’s right to
freedom.
Today, the Zlín Museum looks after these fantastic
archives.

Jiri Hanzelka et Miroslav Zikmund au volant de leur
Tatra 87
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The 45th edition of Rétromobile – only one week to go!
The Show will include a highly memorable exhibition:
the fabulous ASI Bertone collection
In September 2015, the Automotoclub Storico Italiano acquired the historical Carrozzeria Bertone collection by taking part in the auction held following the company’s bankruptcy as part of the ensuing
legal proceedings.
This collection is made up of 79 items – including a number of complete vehicles in working order –,
as well as chassis and design models. It is now on public display at the Volandia Museum at Milan’s
Malpensa Airport.
For its 2020 edition, the Rétromobile Show is holding an exhibition dedicated to Bertone, in partnership
with the Automotoclub Storico Italiano. It will be showcasing ten extraordinary prototypes built between
1969 and 2001: the Autobianchi Runabout (1969), the Suzuki Go (1972), the Citroën Camargue (1972),
the Ferrari Rainbow (1976), the Volvo Tundra (1979), the Chevrolet Ramarro (1984), the Citroën Zabrus
(1986), the Lamborghini Genesis (1988), the BMW Pickster (1998) and the Opel Filo (2001).
These cars, representing a combined worth of nearly €2 million, have been granted special authorisation by Italy’s Ministry for Cultural Assets and Activities to temporarily leave the country, given Rétromobile’s importance and its global influence.
CARS EXHIBITED AT RÉTROMOBILE 2020
Bertone Runabout (1969)
In 1969, Bertone chose the spirited mechanicals
of the Autobianchi A112 to underpin an extravagant, wedge-shaped car that took a number of
stylistic cues from powerboat designs. One of the
very first vehicles of this type, it is made up of two
shells and features headlights mounted on the roll
over bar. The idea of switching the mechanics of
“everything-at-the-front” models, such as the
A112, was used as a test bench for the Fiat X 1/9..
© ASI

Suzuki Go (1972)
The 1972 Go was one of Bertone’s more eclectic projects from the 1970s. This highly original, versatile vehicle was designed for transporting motorcycles. Basically, it was a sort of flat-bottomed boat
mounted on four wheels with a very pure and uncluttered design. The engine was a three-cylinder
motorcycle engine: 750 cc delivering 67 hp and differential inverter with Bertone’s own patented chaindriven gearbox..
Citroën Camargue (1972)
Bertone produced a number of prototypes based on Citroën vehicles. One was the Camargue, based
on the Citroën GS saloon: an elegant 2+2 hatchback with a sloping rear window, sporting two glass
windows separated by a prominent bow. As for the front, it sported a curved windscreen, typical of
models from this era.
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Ferrari Rainbow (1976)
© ASI

Ferrari Rainbow (1976)
After the 308 GT4, a mass-produced car designed by Nuccio (one of the first Ferraris not to
be designed by Pininfarina), Bertone embarked
on a series of experiments based on the same
chassis. The result was the futuristic Rainbow
model, which featured a “plaque” for rotating the
roof so it could be stored between the passenger
compartment and the mid-rear-mounted engine.
Its design was compact and uncluttered – highly
segmented, almost deliberately lacking in harmony at times: a true coupé with lines that harked
back to the past..

Volvo Tundra (1979)
Apart from his collaboration on mass-produced vehicles, Bertone’s work with Volvo resulted in the
creation of the Tundra concept car in 1979, based on the Volvo 343 (1.4 L engine delivering 70 hp). It
was a compact, low-sitting, wide coupé with a highly modern, disjointed design, so much so that several of its stylistic “innovations” would be reused on a number of Bertone’s later models – and not just
Volvos (it bears a strong resemblance to the Citroën BX). Generous windows with no divide.
Chevrolet Ramarro (1984)
One of Nuccio Bertone’s major aims was to build a Chevrolet Corvette chassis using criteria deemed
revolutionary. He succeeded in 1984 with the Ramarro, an experimental car whose engine was «sectioned” by having the radiator and air-conditioning system moved to the rear. This gave the designers
more flexibility to create an ultramodern design that was typical of Bertone – angular lines featured
throughout.
Lamborghini Genesis (1988)
For the last dream car based on a Lamborghini, Bertone decided to push the luxury mini-van concept
to its limits with the Genesis – which was practically a house on wheels fitted with a rear V12 engine
which could deliver 455 hp. Its gull-wing doors at the front were magnificent, as were its two sliding
doors at the rear and its modular interior. Although it was a large and imposing-looking car, it had a
surprisingly low drag coefficient.
Citroën Zabrus (1986)
Based on the all-wheel-drive BX, Bertone created
an elusively-designed 2+2 with an extremely tapered front, counterbalanced by a more voluminous
rear. A number of this car’s features were later
used on the next ZX, while the upwards-opening
scissor doors remained a short-lived experiment.
© ASI
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BMW Pickster (1998)
With a low-sitting, wide body that was inappropriate for a pick-up, this experimental chassis
built around a BMW engine (3.152 L V6 delivering
320 hp) was provocative. It featured an aggressive-looking front (made up of two colours to
make it more attractive), large 21-inch wheels and
a flat loading surface surrounded by sinuous lines
and a highly visible spoiler.
© ASI

Opel Filo (2001)
In order to introduce drive-by-wire technology, a
new human-machine interface created in collaboration with SKF (there were no pedals), Bertone presented the Filo (with German automobile
manufacturer Opel), a compact people-carrier
with an uncluttered design, and a luminous and
aesthetic interior which would go on to influence
Opel’s future models (Meriva).
© ASI
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THE BARGAIN OF THE CENTURY: CLASSIC CARS ON
SALE FOR UNDER €25,000 AT RETROMOBILE 2020
The widespread belief is that only extremely wealthy people can own classic cars. Rétromobile, in
partnership with Catawiki – Europe’s leading online auction platform for buying and selling special
items selected by experts – is breaking down this stereotype, with a collection of iconic cars on sale
for less than €25,000 (including VAT) that enthusiasts will be able to acquire at the 45th edition of the
show.
This year, the exhibit-sale will have no fewer than 160 locations dedicated to the sale of classic vehicles
worth under €25,000 over a 5000 m² surface area – that’s 50% more than last year!
That will mean an even more diverse range of vehicles on sale and so greater choice for the 132,000
visitors to Rétromobile!

Classic cars for under €25,000: a dream that anybody can afford
For this year’s Rétromobile from 5 to 9 February 2020 at the Porte de Versailles Exhibition Centre,
Catawiki will be lending the services of two of its best experts: Manuel Garriga, car and motorcycle
journalist renowned for his contributions to many French specialist press publications (La Vie de l’Auto,
Moto Légende, Nitro, Moto Revue Classic, and others) and Frederic Bortoloni, classic and sports car
connoisseur, as well as being a collector himself. Every day at 3 PM, they will hold a walking tour, which
will leave from the Catawiki stand (G076 in Hall 3). They will take visitors on a tour of the ten most iconic and interesting cars on sale in this hall dedicated to cars worth less than €25,000. During the tour,
Catawiki’s experts will share key information about the history of these models, together with precious
advice for unearthing jewels at classic car sales.
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The 2020 Rétromobile will also be an opportunity for classic car enthusiasts to take part in the
“Catawiki Valuation Game”. They’ll have to use their smartphones to guess the price of each of the
ten cars presented during the tour. Whoever’s estimate is closest to the actual price will be given a
purchase coupon worth €1000 to spend on Catawiki’s online auction site. (The coupon will be valid for
purchases of €5000)..
Overview of the website
Catawiki was founded in 2008 and is Europe’s most popular website for collectible items, classic cars,
art, design, jewellery, watches and numerous other items, all selected by experts. Every week, 50,000
items from all over the world go up for auction in more than 80 different categories. The platform provides an exciting and reliable purchase experience thanks to a secure payment system for fast transactions, as well as partnerships with Europe’s most reliable transport companies (as well as companies
from outside Europe). Car collectors and enthusiasts will find a high-quality selection of classic cars
and automobile memorabilia. More than eleven car and motorcycle experts select and estimate the
value of 350 vehicles every week – everything from affordable models to high-end classic cars.
Catawiki stand 3G096 (Hall 3)
Catawiki would like to invite you to an exclusive walking tour for the press at 10:30 AM on 5 February.
Please contact us as quickly as possible to register:
audrey.desousa@zenogroup.com / + 33 (0)6 35 38 28 22
constance.janetvendroux@zenogroup.com / +33 01 88 46 41 67
For more information, visit https://www.catawiki.eu/ or download the Catawiki application.
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Rétromobile Workshops with the FFVE History,
mechanics and acquiring a classic vehicle

Founded in 1967, the Fédération Française des Véhicules d’Epoques (French Federation of Historic and
Collectable Vehicles) is a French organisation that has been officially recognised as being of public interest. No fewer than 1200 clubs, 200 classic vehicle professionals, 14 museums and 230,000 collectors
who are owners of some 800,000 classic vehicles are members of it.
The FFVE will be organising dedicated workshops at this year’s Rétromobile, helping people to understand classic vehicles – everything from purchasing and restoring them to regulations.
“An introduction to classic car mechanics and maintenance”
Fully-fledged explorations through time, these workshops will give classic car enthusiasts information
about the origins of their vehicles, as well as providing them with insights into the current architecture
and operation of the internal combustion engine.
Coordinators: Jean-Paul Le Buzith and Patrick Le Parc
Wednesday 5, Thursday 6, Friday 7 and Sunday 9 at 2:30 PM (An introduction to classic car mechanics)
and 3:30 PM for classic vehicle maintenance.
Hall 1 – Stand J115
“Choosing and effectively purchasing a classic vehicle”
Purchasing a classic vehicle is not necessarily straightforward: the collector will have many questions,
particularly about budget and what they want to do with it. At this Rétromobile workshop, the FFVE
will explain how to choose and effectively purchase a classic vehicle.
Coordinators: Pierre Strotzky and Pierre Wehner
Wednesday 5, Thursday 6 and Friday 7 at 5:30 PM
Hall 1 – Stand J115
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“Regulations and the specific features of the “classic vehicle” status”
The FFVE works closely with the Ministry of Transport and the French Home Office, and has a central
role to play in formulating regulations for classic vehicles.
Representatives of the Federation will be available to answer any questions that enthusiasts might
have, such as importing vehicles, insuring them, using them and restoring vehicles that are more than
30 years old.
Coordinators: Michel Clin, Bernard Postaire and Yves Claval
Wednesday 5, Thursday 6, Friday 7 and Sunday 9 at 11:30 AM
Hall 1 – Stand J115
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MOTUL, PARTNERING RETROMOBILE 2020
A major player on the classic car market, Motul is partnering the 2020 edition of Rétromobile, to be held
from 5 to 9 February at the Porte de Versailles Exhibition Centre. The high-performance lubricant specialist
will be at stand 1F023 in Hall 1, and its experts will be on hand to chat with enthusiastic collectors. They’ll
be able to get expert advice and information about the brand’s products – particularly about the lubricants
available in its classic range, the formulations of which are designed for the specific features of classic car
engines and gearboxes.

PEDAL CARS AND A VAGABOND
This year, Motul will be offering visitors to Rétromobile two unique experiences that are sure to delight both
children and adults alike!
It will be organising a pedal car race for children and exhibiting a 1945 Renault AHS3 – nicknamed the “Vagabond” – in front of Hall 1.

PEDAL CAR RACES
On Saturday 8 and Sunday 9 February 2020, young
enthusiasts will get to compete in fast and furious
pedal car races organised by Motul.
A total of eight pedal cars – resembling the brand’s
famous oil drums – will be available. In each race, six
competitors will go head-to-head for 30 minutes,
completing three laps for each one.
© Motul
As well as the sheer joy in taking part in such race, the winner will go away with a gift bag, and the second
and third runners-up will get medals and baseball caps.
Children wishing to take part in the race will need to be outside Hall 3 15 minutes before the race starts, in
front of Hall 3.
RACE SCHEDULE
Saturday 8 February 2020 : a race every hour from 11.00 a.m. to 6.00 p.m.
Sunday 9 February 2020 : a race every hour from 11.00 a.m. to 5.00 p.m.

1945 RENAULT AHS3
Technical specifications
Manufacturer: Régie Nationale des Usines Renault
Layout: Cab forward
Engine: inline-four
Displacement: 2.383 litres
Power: 52 hp
Transmission: Four speeds + reverse
©Motul
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This Renault AHS3 rolled off the production line in March 1945 and was initially used as a military vehicle.
Indeed, a plaque riveted to the rear axle confirms that it spent some time at the Strasbourg military airbase. In July 1955, it was sold by the state to a motorcycle dealership in France’s Eure département and was
converted into a Motul lubricant transportation vehicle «for racing purposes» Various “Swan & Finch – Motul” logos from 1950s and its red paint that has been very fetchingly weathered over time are still visible as
a testament to this.
«Vagabond» – the nickname given to the lorry back then – went on to spend a good twenty or so years
criss-crossing the Normandy roads before being relegated to the back of a barn belonging to a scrap metal
merchant for a well-deserved retirement in the 1970s.
Discovered by «Alex Brocante”, an enthusiastic second-hand goods dealer based in Vatteville (north-western France) who is highly skilled in unearthing rare and unusual items, this Renault AHS3 emerged from its
long hibernation on 9 April 2018 when it was purchased by Motul. Exhibited at LeMans Classic in July 2018,
it has since undergone a complete seven-month restoration in the Paint Box Industries workshops in La
Chapelle Saint-Ursin, central France.
This resurrection was made possible by expert coachbuilders Frédéric Gémot and Loic Michel. The challenge,
which involved keeping all of the vehicle’s unique patina and 99% of its original parts, was very successfully
taken up!
«Vagabond» is now raring to go for its second career. It will certainly be more peaceful than the first – henceforth, it will be paraded around various Motul-sponsored events. Chantilly Arts & Elegance, the 24 Hours
of Le Mans, Goodwood Revival and obviously the Tour Auto Optic 2000 – its first official post-restoration
outing – are already in its diary.
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The Château de Compiègne hosts three other
«Museum of France” certified automotive museums
The Château de Compiègne hosts three other «Museum of France” certified automotive museums
• The Châtellerault Auto Moto Vélo Museum which will be exhibiting the 1953 prototype Longchamp-De
Coucy,
• The Schlumpf Collection (housed at the Mulhouse National Automobile Museum), which will be
showing its 1969 prototype 4L Bertin
• The Henri Malartre Museum in Rochetaillée-sur-Saône with its 1924 Cognet-de-Seynes Torpedo.
• The Château de Compiègne National Car Museum will be exhibiting its 1891 steam-powered dos-à-dos,
built by an unknown manufacturer.

For the first time, the four museums are together exhibiting a series of rare – even unique
– cars to illustrate the history of the automotive industry, from its birth through to the
1960s.
The most recent of the cars on show was built by engineer Bertin, famous for his Aérotrain, based on a version of the 1965 Renault 4 that was 74 cm shorter. With a length of 2.91 m, it belongs to the era’s range of
city cars – like the Fiat 500. Renault, which was gearing up to release the R2 (four-seater), decided not to
follow through with this project, and did not want it presented at the 1969 Motor show. Disdained by Renault’s customers, EDF took it on a few years later as the basis for a project to build an electric car, but this
too was discontinued. The car was finally saved and restored by the Mulhouse Museum.
The Châtellerault Museum will be showcasing the fruit of two men’s work: Longchamp who created the
chassis and bodywork and de Coucy, an engineer, independent designer and motorist who adored competition and record-breaking vehicles. What sets this vehicle apart is its extremely aerodynamic design together
with the compressor grafted onto a low-capacity engine equivalent to the type found in a moped (350 cm³).
Thanks to these original design choices and the light materials used, the vehicle is capable of delivering the
kind of performance seen in vehicles with significantly larger engines.
The Malartre Museum is proud to present its most recent acquisition: a 1924 Torpedo built by a Lyon-based
company, only two cars of which are known today. Indeed, Cognet-de-Seynes, a company founded in 1910
to produce mechanical parts, only built 20 to 30 cars per year between 1920 and when it went bankrupt in
1926. Although these cars were reputed to be reliable and well-designed, only a few very rare specialists are
familiar with the make nowadays.
The Château de Compiègne National Car Museum will be exhibiting an 1891 steam-powered dos-à-dos,
usually attributed to De Dion-Bouton and Trépardoux, according to a letter written by Léon Auscher in 1929.
This document points out that it is the first known car built by this make and that the Friends of the Museum
needed to acquire it at any price.
It generated barely any excitement when it was put up for auction in Ermont that year and was sold for the
pitiful sum of Fr.25. A detailed examination of the vehicle conducted recently revealed that it was built in
1891 at a time when De Dion-Bouton was no longer selling steam-powered cars, and that it features a prominent oval plaque with the wording “C. Henriot / Cernay - Commune d’Ermont (Seine et Oise)” on it. So
who built this car? Rétromobile will doubtless tell us more…
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Brief history of the museums exhibiting
•

In 1927, in Compiègne: “The national car and tourism museum» opened its doors at the Château de
Compiègne. This was France’s first museum entirely
devoted to land-based forms of locomotion – from
the origins of horse-harness systems to the beginnings of the automotive adventure. Léon Auscher,
Parisian coach-builder and vice president of the
Touring club de France, spent many years of his life
founding it and set up a committee made up of a
number of major players from the beginnings of the
French automotive industry, as well as manufacturers and coach-builders. For the «Concept car. Pure
beauty» exhibition, the kitchen courtyards and their
wonderful collections of coaches, that have been
closed for 20 years, will be opened up again to the
general public.
https://chateaudecompiegne.fr

•

In 1960, near Lyon: Henri Malartre started his collection in 1932, moved it to the Château de Rochetaillée-sur Saône in 1959 and then opened it up to
the general public on 31 May 1960. Nowadays, the
Malartre Museum is managed by the City of Lyon. It
houses the largest collection of Lyon-built cars (21
makes represented at the museum of the 130 that
existed in the region at the start of the 20th century). Lyon and its surrounding urban area was one
of the world’s three birthplaces of the automotive
industry.
www.musee-malartre.com/malartre

•

In 1969, in Châtellerault: Count Bernard de Lassée
decided to house his collection of cars in Châtellerault’s former arms factory. Thus was born the Automobile and Technology museum. It then became
the Automobile, Motorcycle and Bike Museum, and
as of 9 November 2019 is now: The Great Workshop
– Museum of Art and History. Managed and reorganised by the representatives of the Greater Châtellerault urban community, it has just reopened to the
general public after several months of renovations.
https://www.tourisme-chatellerault.fr

Steam Dog Car de Dion Bouton 16-587768

Torpédo Cognet de Seynes. Malartre Museum 1924.

The Longchamp de Coucy 1953-Châtellerault
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•

4L Bertin 1969. Mulhouse

In 1982, in Mulhouse: the “national automobile
museum» officially opened its doors to the general public. The Schlumpf brothers started work
on their museum back in 1965 in one of their
worsted wool mills. But the financial difficulties
they experienced in the 1970s prevented them
from opening it up to the general public. Thanks
to an organisation made up of public and private
partners created in 1981, the collection avoided
being broken up and officially opened its doors to
visitors a year later. It added the wording “Schlumpf collection» in 1989 and since 1999 has been
managed by a private company – Culture espaces.
In 2006, it changed its name to “la Cité de l’automobile – musée national – collection Schlumpf”.
https://www.citedelautomobile.com

National museums and estates of the Château de Compiègne – press office / communication.compiegne@culture.gouv.fr
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THE TANK MUSEUM AND THE UNIVEM ASSOCIATION
TELL THE STORY OF THE BATTLE OF FRANCE
10 May 1940 – the Battle of France begins. German troops attack the Netherlands, Luxembourg, Belgium
and come up against the French forces. The German tanks begin their onslaught. Preparation and strategy errors or just pure bad luck mean that after six weeks, France’s fate is sealed. The Battle of France saw
French troops – which had fought unfailingly until the armistice – defeated. .
For the 45th edition of Rétromobile, the Tank Museum in partnership with the UNIVEM association will be
exhibiting two rare vehicles that perfectly embody France’s technical genius and its weaponry expertise.
The 1939 SOMUA S35 and the 1938 LAFFLY / LICORNE V15 T artillery tractor

The Tank Museum showcases the SOMUA S35
The Somua (Société d’Outillage Mécanique et
d’Usinage d’Artillerie) was designed as part of the
programme to modernise the French cavalry at the
start of the 1930s.
The tank proved to be a fearsome adversary for
the German tanks’ first attacks in 1939; with its
V8 engine and 47 mm gun, it constituted a highly
effective weapon. Many specialists believe it to be
the best tank of all of the warring nations during
the 1940 Battle of France. Numerous German tanks
were destroyed by it. Of the last three remaining
vehicles, the one presented by the Tank Museum is
the only one in working order.
1939 SOMUA S35 during War

SOMUA S 35 specifications
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Weight in combat order: 20 t
Crew: 3 men							•
Total length: 5.40 m
Width: 2.10 m							•
Height: 2.60 m
Maximum road speed: 40 km/h				
•
Maximum off-road speed: 35 km/h
Armament: One 47-mm gun with 118 shells – one 7.5-mm machine gun
Engine: SOMUA V-8 petrol engine
Capacity: 12.7 L						•
Power: 190 hp
Cooling: water 						•
Fuel: petrol
Average consumption on roads: 160 litres per 100 km
Average off-road consumption: 310 litres per 100 km
Fuel capacity: 410 L
Transmission: 5 speeds
430 units produced
Tank Museum collection – www.museedesblindes.fr
retromobile.com // #RETROMOBILE

The UNIVEM association exhibits its 1938 LAFFLY / LICORNE V15 T artillery tractor
At the end of 1938, the French army started using
the V15T to tow the 25 mm Hotchkiss anti-tank gun.
This light artillery tractor had all the advantages of
a modern all-terrain vehicle. Close to the ground,
significant ground clearance, independent wheels
and central differential with locking capability. The
V15T was highly effective on the most undulating
terrain. It could go practically everywhere, since
each wheel had its own transmission system and it
featured erratic small wheels at the bow and under
the floor, so that the chassis never had to touch an
obstacle. This way, it could tow an anti-tank gun
very quickly. During the Occupation, the German
army quickly seized most Lafflys, since it had no
1938 LAFFLY / LICORNE V15 T Artillery tractor
comparable artillery tractors of its own.
LAFFLY/LICORNE V15T specifications
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Weight: 2.4 t
Crew: 4 men
Total length: 4.20 m
Width: 1.85 m
Height: 2.70 m
Engine: 4-cylinder Hotchkiss
Fuel: petrol
Capacity: 2.3 L
Power: 55 hp at 3200 rpm
Maximum speed: 58 km/h
Average consumption on roads: 25 litres per 100 km.
Transmission: 4 speeds
Payload capacity: 600 kg
Number built: 200 units built at the La Licorne factory.
UNIVEM Association Collection - www.univem-paris.com
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Dynamic demonstrations: the Tank Museum presents the AMX 13 paratrooper support tank

The ICV – Infantry Combat Vehicle – was used from
1957 to 1973. This armoured troop transport vehicle is a
variant of the AMX 13 tank. The crew was made up of a
commander, a gunner and driver. The rear compartment
was arranged to accommodate ten infantry soldiers and
their equipment.
Visitors will get to help start and drive this armoured
vehicle.
Manufacturer: AMX – Atelier de Construction d’Issy les
Moulineaux..
AMX 13 paratrooper support tank

Crew: 1 commander + 1 gunner + 1 driver + 10 infantry soldiers
Weight: 13.5 tonnes
Speed: 60 km/h
Armament: a 20-mm gun, a 12.7-mm machine gun
Engine: Saviem SOFAM Model 8-cylinder water-cooled petrol engine
Power:270 hp
5-speed gearbox
Operational range: 480 km
Consumption: 150 litres per 100 km.
Tank Museum collection – www.museedesblindes.fr
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Youngtimers magazine celebrates iconic sports cars of
the 1990s!
For the 10th consecutive year, Youngtimers magazine is taking part in Rétromobile. For this 45th edition,
the monthly dedicated to the cult cars of 1970-2000 shines the spotlight on iconic sports cars of the 1990s,
with one representative from each nation: Renault Clio Williams (France), BMW M3 GT E36 (Germany), Alfa
Romeo GTV 3.0 24V V6 Cup (Italy), Lotus Elise S1 (Britain), Honda Integra Type R (Japan) and Chevrolet
Corvette ZR-1 (USA).

Renault Clio Williams (1993-96)

Renault Clio Williams
(1993-1996)
© Denis Meunier

The first title won by the Williams-Renault stable in late 1992,
with Nigel Mansell and Riccardo Patrese, gave Renault an opportunity to enter the lists. In April 2009, the Clio Williams made its
entrance. This model was destined on the one hand to exploit
Formula 1 successes commercially and on the other, to homologate the car in Group A, hence the production of an initial 2,500
numbered examples for the road. They received the 1,998 cc FR7
engine developing 150 bhp. The Williams was also distinguished
by its Blue Sport paintwork (ref. 449), gold 7” Speedline aluminium rims, special upholstery, blue carpet and Williams logos. A
total of 12,100 units were produced, 5,417 of which were phase
1 numbered examples and 6,683 phase 2 (including 500 “Swiss
Champions”).

BMW M3 GT E36 (1995)

BMW M3 GT E36
(1995)
© D.R.

Unveiled at the Paris Motor Show in late 1992, the M3 E36 began
its career with a 2,990 cc 24-valve straight six engine developing
286 bhp. Its release made a great impact at the time because
it was competing with the contemporary Ferraris and Porsches
whilst at the same time offering greater versatility at a very favourable price. In 1995, a more highly tuned production model
was developed to meet racing requirements: the GT, of which
356 units were produced (10 of them for France). It was identified by its unique British Racing Green paintwork, the adjustable
lip added under the front and rear spoilers. Under the bonnet,
the S50 had more higher-lift camshafts and an optimised Vanos
dynamic timing system. Its power climbed to 295 bhp and its
temperament became still more explosive. The suspension was
also strengthened to further improve the handling and provide
greater feel.
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Alfa Romeo GTV 3.0 V6 24V Cup (2001-02)

ALfa Roméo GTV 3.0 V6 24V Cup
(2001-02)
© Denis Meunier

In late 1999/early 2000, every Alfa Romeo customer was offered
the chance to take part in a competition. All they needed to do
was enter at one of the brand’s dealers then cross their fingers
and hope they would be chosen to be among 160 amateurs selected to take part in the GTV Cup, created especially for gentlemen
drivers. The cars did not receive much media coverage, and that
could have been the end of the series. But that was not allowing
for British Alfa enthusiasts, who were besotted with them, to the
point of ordering a small special series from the parent company!
And that is how 155 Alfa Red right-hand drive 3.0 24V V6 coupes
(numbered 1-155) crossed the Channel in 2001. 264 additional
left-hand drive Cups were subsequently assembled for the rest
of Europe.
Lotus Elise S1 (1996-2000)

Lotus Elise S1
(1996-2000)
© Denis Meunier

When the Elise made its public debut at the Frankfurt Motor Show
in 1995, a number of observers were astounded at its weight: 690
kg, even though the final figure for the first production examples
came to around 720 kg, just a little more than a basic Citroen AX!
In fact, the 118 bhp of the Rover K-series engine were sufficient to
propel this little honey of a car to over 200 kph, going from 0 to
100 kph in 6.2 seconds and covering 1,000 metres from a standing start in 27.5 seconds. Times that would make many of the
era’s more powerful sports cars green with envy. A total of 8,613
units were produced, some of which were special series.
Honda Integra Type R (1998-2000)

Honda Integra Type R
(1998-2000)
© Denis Meunier

A coupe that is little-known but nevertheless idolized by those
who have owned or driven one. Because the Integra Type R (DC2
type) was a
comet, marketed for scarcely three years by Honda France. It was
launched only in white, with a range of 15” Enkei rims, a Momo
Daytona steering wheel and red Recaro SR bucket seats. The
not-very-discreet spoiler also emphasised the colour. And under
the bonnet nestled a 1.8 litre 4-cylinder engine with a staggering
output: 108 bhp/l without a turbo! The motor came alive at 5,700
rpm and flew to the red line, at
8,400 rpm. The transmission and drive chain were in perfect unison. In France, only 430 examples found buyers ...
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Chevrolet Corvette ZR-1 (1990-95)

Chevrolet Corvette ZR-1
(1990-1995)
© Emerick Houplain

In 1986, General Motors acquired Lotus and decided to entrust
the British engineering outfit (which included Harvey Jones and
Tony Rudd among its ranks) with the design of a new engine designated the LT-5. In recognition of its heritage, the capacity (5.7
litres) and crankshaft centre distance were retained, but everything else was changed: an aluminium block and cylinder heads
machined by Mercury Marine, light-alloy cylinder liners treated
with Nikasil and twin overhead camshafts per bank. On the menu:
375 bhp. Launched at the Geneva Motor Show on 7 March 1989,
the ZR-1 was only officially marketed the following year. In six
years of production (1990-95), the statistics show that 6,939
Corvette C4 ZR-1s were produced, to which should be added 84
pre-production examples (1989 models), which were never sold.
Of the latter, 12 were used for press road tests in France at the
time then were repatriated back to the USA. The last ZR-1 left
the factory on 24 April 1995. NOTE: the ZR-1 was never imported
into France and only 20 or so are estimated to be on the road in
France.
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THREE GUYS ON THEIR TOBECS

1948 – Georges, Pierre and Jean Monneret

On 5 February 2020, Igor Biétry, Jean-Claude Amilhat, Thierry Dubois and their supporters will be setting off on a great adventure: they’re going to travel from Paris to Alpes d’Huez on three Motobecane
D45s. Their way of celebrating the incredible performance of Georges Monneret and his sons Pierre
and Jean in 1948.
Back then, the challenge was to travel from Paris to Alpe-d’Huez – a distance of 670 km – in less time
than it took the train or the coach, i.e. under 15 and a half hours. At midnight on Saturday 31 January,
the ultra-famous boxer Marcel Cerdan – a great friend of Georges – set the trio off in front of the Le
Terminus brasserie at the Porte d’Orléans. The crowds were there in force, together with all the daily
press, which went on to cover their feat. As a publicity stunt, it was huge!
And they pretty much succeeded: they got to Alpe d’Huez 13 hours and 45 minutes later on their three
Motobecane D45s with an average fuel consumption of 2.5 L per 100 km.
The Motoconfort C45 (Motobecane D45) was a moped built by the French manufacturer Motobécane
- Motoconfort. Drawing inspiration from the pre-war 100 cm³ AB1, this model designed in 1945 by engineer Éric Jaulmes remained in production until 1961, and was available in two versions: the D45 from
Motobécane and the C45 from Motoconfort.
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This isn’t the first time that Jean-Claude Amilhat, Igor Biétry and Thierry Dubois have done something
crazy. In 2018, they took «Josephine» (the Renault Juvaquatre) for a spin at the Linas Montlhéry racetrack to commemorate the record that had been set 80 years earlier by Renault. On the back of this
adventure, ideas then started to come thick and fast and the three friends set off with «Félicie», a 1938
Peugeot 202 for a six-day tour of France covering 3300 km.

1948 – Georges, Pierre and Jean Monneret

“Three guys on their tobecs” – following in the wake of Georges Monneret and his sons – is in the same
vein.
On the walkway between Hall 1 and Hall 2, the three friends will be exhibiting their motorcycles and
talking about their adventure at the press evening on Tuesday 4, and then to visitors on Wednesday 5,
setting off at 10.00 pm, from Rétromobile.
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RÉTROMOBILE AND THE VEDETTE CLUB PRESENT
A CAR NEVER BEFORE SEEN IN FRANCE
A 1966 Simca do Brasil Rallye-EmiSul

1966 - Simca Rallye Emisul 6M

The final evolution of the French SIMCA V8 Chambord, the Simca Do Brasil was powered by a 140 hp
pushrod engine and featured a six-speed gearbox.
The very first French “Vedettes” in 1949 were manufactured by Ford SAF and had 60 hp side valve
V8 engines. One of the distinctive features of these cars was their highly recognisable «round back»
bodywork. In 1954, Simca purchased Ford France. Four years later, the company founded SIMCA DO
BRASIL in São Bernardo do Campo. Initially just a unit where parts shipped from France were assembled, under the direction of French engineer Jacques Pasteur, the plant eventually started producing
vehicles locally and making changes to existing models, both in terms of their bodywork and their
mechanics right up until 1968 when the range was discontinued.
The superb 1966 6M Simca Rallye EmiSul to be shown at the 2020 Rétromobile is a golden «Goldfinger» colour – most likely as a reference to the James Bond film. It’s an extremely rare model: only 597
were ever built in 1966. The 6M gearbox was optional on the Rallye model. Relatively few cars had them
and it’s impossible to say how many still exist. This gearbox offers drivers the option of three «long»
speeds for road driving and three «short» speeds for city or mountain driving. An electric contactor on
the dashboard switches between the two gear ranges.

The “Aquilon” engine variant was entirely Brazil-built. Having adapted the transistorised ignition system, engineer Jacques Pasteur took over design of the ARDUN kit developed by Zora Arkus-Duntov, a
Belgian-born American engineer of Russian origin. This kit transformed the Ford Aquilon side valve engine into an overhead valve engine boasting a significantly more powerful, more modern hemispherical
combustion chamber. Significant improvements in performance and a better cooling system boosted
the old Aquilon engines up from 60 hp to 130 hp on the Chambord models, and even up to 140 hp for
the Rallyes and the Présidences! Nowadays, only two remaining EmiSuls are listed..

Carlos, the current owner, purchased this jewel of a
car in 2005 from a certain Mr Flavio who had owned
it since 1978. He immediately set about restoring it:
“First of all, the engine was meticulously rebuilt and
the bodywork was repaired and repainted with its
original “metallic Goldfinger” colour.”
But in 2008, he finally abandoned the project. The
interior was incomplete and the six-speed gearbox
had still not been refitted. The car was left dormant
in a museum until March 2019.
“Today, I am absolutely delighted to see it completely restored and prepared for Rétromobile 2020.
And once the exhibition is over, I fully intend to travel all over France in the Rallye Emisul representing
the work of the French Vedette Club”.

1966 SIMCA Emisul Advertisement
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A QUICK GETAWAY, ENGLISH-STYLE
1954 MK1 SUNBEAM ALPINE

1955 - Grace Kelly and Cary Grant overlook Monaco, driving an amazing sapphire blue
Sunbeam Alpine MK1, in To Catch a Thief by ALfred Hitchcock

In 1899, British manufacturer Sunbeam which had been making bicycles since 1887, built its first prototype 4 hp belt-drive car. Thus was born the Sunbeam Motor Car Company Limited.
Right from the outset, the make was known for the quality of its builds.
The Sunbeam Alpine is a two-seater convertible coupé built by the UK manufacturer between 1953
and 1955, and then again between 1959 and 1968. The Alpine was derived from the Sunbeam-Talbot
90 Saloon, colloquially known as the «Talbot» Alpine. On its first competitive outing – the 1953 Coupe
des Alpes – the new car won the Coupe des Dames with Sheila van Damm at its wheel. Of the 1582 cars
built, fewer than 200 still survive today.
The MK1 Sunbeam Alpine was popularised in 1955 by Alfred Hitchcock in To Catch a Thief. Grace Kelly – at the wheel of this superb sapphire blue Alpine – and Cary Grant are seen speeding through the
French Riviera followed by a black Citroën Traction driven by the French police. Then once the Citroën
has come off the road, the Sunbeam comes to a stop on an overhang overlooking Monaco. There is a
rare elegance underpinning the whole scene.

The car on show at the 45th Rétromobile at the Monaco Top Makes stand is a rare left-hand drive
vehicle, identical to the one seen in the film. Purchased in 2012 by Prince Albert II of Monaco, it was
restored in the Collection workshop so as to look like an exact replica of the Sunbeam Alpine registered
in 1953 in France’s Alpes-Maritime, which has sadly been filed as missing by the vehicle registration
service..

1954 - Sunbeam Alpine MK1 at the Palais
Princier de Monaco

1954 - Sunbeam Alpine MK1
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RÉTROMOBILE 2020: MANUFACTURERS IN THE
SPOTLIGHT
Rétromobile is an unmissable event for companies in the automotive industry, particularly for manufacturers. And this 45th edition will be no exception to the rule. Brimming with unusual cars and with
celebrations galore, the most eagerly-awaited international event for classic car enthusiasts has even
more surprises up its sleeve!
Renault – A word from the enthusiasts

Vivasport YZ4

Torino 1972

SAPRAR,
Copyrights : Jorge Agero

For the first time, Renault will be hosting a participatory exhibition at its 570 m² stand at this year’s
Rétromobile: enthusiasts have chosen ten of the
cars on show from a selection of 40 models in the
Renault Classic collection.
This is a first in the Show’s history. Every week,
people got to vote for their preference on the Renault Classic Facebook page, the final result being
a stand that perfectly showcases the wealth of
Renault’s expertise. 12 vehicles were selected this
way: three from before the war (a 1910 Renault
Type BY, a 1929 Renault Type LO «Fire engine»
and a 1935 Renault Vivasport Cabriolet), but it
was the 1960s and 1970s which proved most popular among people (a Renault 12 Abidjan Nice – the
estate car that won the Abidjan-Nice rally in 1975,
a 1994 Renault Clio Williams, a 1972 Renault Torino, a 1984 Renault 5TX, a 1972 Renault 17 TL and
a 1961 Renault Floride). A selection which shows
just how eclectic the make can be.
Renault Classic has chosen another two cars from
the significant number put forward by private collectors:
•
a surprising US version of the Fuego Turbo, to celebrate its 40th birthday.
•
a splendid and extremely rare Primaquatre
Saprar with bodywork by Marcel Pourtout based
on a design by Georges Paulin in 1939, to celebrate the Primaquatre’s 90th birthday.
The new Espace Initiale Paris will also be previewed, alongside a 1910 Renault Type BY travel
saloon, of which it is the proud descendant: both
of these Renault touring cars are veritable “living
rooms on wheels”, providing their passengers with
comfort and lots of space.

PSA: a year of celebration.
For the first time in the show’s history, the PSA
group will be represented by all three of its manufacturers: Peugeot, Citroën and DS. The group will
be celebrating several of its models’ birthdays at
a stand extending over more than 957 m² in hall 1.
While Peugeot is celebrating the 60th birthday of
its 404 and referencing its 200 series following the
launch of the famous 208, Citroën will be showcasing the GS to celebrate its 50th birthday. And DS
will be marking 50 years of the legendary SM.

Peugeot 404
Laurin&Klement BSC 1908

Concept Car Vision E

Škoda: 125 years of motoring passion
Back at Rétromobile, the Czech company does not
want anybody to forget that it was one of the automotive industry’s pioneers.
The company originally known as Laurin & Klement – specialised in building and repairing bicycles – and now known as Skoda is celebrating its
125th birthday. To mark the occasion, the brand is
pulling out all the stops and exhibiting six outstanding vehicles: a 1908 Laurin & Klement BSC, the
only surviving sports car of 12 originally built, a
Škoda Superb OHV that made quite a splash after
the Second World War, the first Škoda Octavia, a
Škoda 130 RS, of which only 38 were ever built,
and finally the Vision E concept car, Škoda’s first
electric car – a five-door autonomous SUV coupé.
And the company will be exhibiting its first-ever
bicycle – the L&K.
Bugatti: a masterpiece for every era

T35 Proto 1924

Bugatti will also be at the 45th edition of Rétromobile with three iconic models taken from the pages
of its history.
The Type 35, unveiled on 3 August 1924 and which
went on to be the most successful of the Bugatti
racing models will be on show alongside the legendary EB110SS and the extremely famous Bugatti Veyron.
Bugatti will also be using Rétromobile to present
a certification programme for its more recent models.

FC Heritage: an illustrious history
The Italian-American group has started celebrating Alfa Romeo’s 110th birthday in Paris and will be
presenting its Heritage programme’s most recent developments.
This is a special edition for FCA: Alfa Romeo is celebrating its 110th birthday. It all began back in 1910
with the first model – the Alfa 24 HP – designed by engineer Giuseppe Merosi.
Last year, the star of the Rétromobile 2019 by Artcurial Motorcars auction was actually a superb 1939
Alfa Romeo 8C 2900B Touring Berlinetta, which found a new owner for more than €16 million!
To celebrate the make’s 110th birthday, FCA will be showcasing three Alfa Romeos – the very first Alfa
Romeo ever built (the Alfa Romeo 24HP), the new 2020 Alfa Romeo Giulia and the famous 6C 1500 SS
which ensured the transalpine brand’s status among the legends of motor racing.
FCA will also be using Rétromobile to celebrate 40 years of the Fiat Panda, and will be featuring three
models which retrace the brand’s history – from the very first 1980 Fiat Panda 30 to the 2006 Panda
Jolly and the City Cross Trussardi.
Finally, the group will be unveiling a programme that will delight Lancia Delta Integrale owners: its
bumpers are being rebuilt by the FCA’s Mopar parts division.

Alfa Romeo Giulia

Alfa Romeo 24 HP

Lancia Delta HF Integrale

Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles: Kombis that everybody wants

T2 Coca-Cola

The German make’s flagship model and a leisure
vehicle that has achieved cult status, the Volkswagen Kombi continues to charm both adults and
children alike. Inspiration to travel!
Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles will be showcasing four Kombis at its stand, representing the famous vehicle’s evolution over the years: a T1, a T2
Coca-Cola, a T3 and a T4 Freestyle.
Porsche – a century ahead of the game

Semper Vivus,

This year, Porsche has decided to combine tradition and innovation. It will be showing the Semper
Vivus, the first ever completely operational hybrid
vehicle that was exhibited in 1900 at the Paris
Universal Exhibition, together with the all-electric
Porsche Taycan, immersing visitors in the world
of Ferdinand Porsche. The bodywork of a Porsche Classic, borrowed from the Porsche Classic
Stuttgart workshops, will also be on show at the
Porsche stand.
It will provide visitors with an insight into what is
involved in bodywork restoration, the motto being:
keep whenever possible, replace only when necessary.
And Porsche will be unveiling the winner of the
Classic restoration competition based on the theme “Classic meets Motorsport”.
Polo Storico Lamborghini – Miuras in the
spotlight

Lamborghini Polo Storico

Preserve and promote Lamborghini’s heritage –
that’s the raison d’être of the “Polo Storico” department.
The Miuras that the Polo Storico department is
showing at Rétromobile have been restored by
specialist engineers and mechanics in accordance
with standard practice and to original specifications, in compliance with a strict validation process. Modern tools are used to ensure a high level
of quality.

Aston Martin Works: cars with busy lives
For the 45th Rétromobile, Aston Martin Works is
doing everything it can to delight the most hardcore enthusiasts, exhibiting classic cars with pasts
charged with emotion. The famous AMV8 VANTAGE X-PACK will be on show, together with the
original ASTON MARTIN DB6 and the ASTON
MARTIN DB4 SERIES I.
AMV8 VANTAGE X-PACK: this vehicle is
considered the ultimate saloon derived from the
AMV8. For collectors and investors, it is the most
attractive version by far.
ASTON MARTIN DB6: this masterpiece has
travelled the world in the company of motoring enthusiasts. It was first presented as a wedding present by a husband hopelessly in love with his wife
before the couple set off on a trip around England.
The DB6 then travelled through the US, stopped
off in the Middle East before finally returning to
England. Many visitors will be fascinated by this
ASTON MARTIN DB6.
ASTON MARTIN DB4 SERIES I: in 1959, the DB4
SERIES I was sold new in Paris and then from 1985
to 2007 was part of a collection of classic Aston
Martins. In 2018, it was returned to England where
it was given a new interior and a freshly rebuilt engine.

DB4 SERIES I

DB6
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